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Strength of bacterial adhesion on nanostructured
surfaces quantiﬁed by substrate morphometry†
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Samuel Grandthyll,a Nicolas Thewes,a Marcus Koch,b Frank Müller, a
Markus Bischoﬀ, c Michael Andreas Klatt ‡d and Karin Jacobs *a
Microbial adhesion and the subsequent formation of resilient
bioﬁlms at surfaces are decisively inﬂuenced by substrate pro-
perties, such as the topography. To date, studies that quantitat-
ively link surface topography and bacterial adhesion are scarce,
as both are not straightforward to quantify. To ﬁll this gap,
surface morphometry combined with single-cell force spec-
troscopy was performed on surfaces with irregular topographies
on the nano-scale. As surfaces, hydrophobized silicon wafers
were used that were etched to exhibit surface structures in the
same size range as the bacterial cell wall molecules. The surface
structures were characterized by a detailed morphometric ana-
lysis based on Minkowski functionals revealing both qualitatively
similar features and quantitatively diﬀerent extensions. We ﬁnd
that as the size of the nanostructures increases, the adhesion
forces decrease in a way that can be quantiﬁed by the area of
the surface that is available for the tethering of cell wall mole-
cules. In addition, we observe a bactericidal eﬀect, which is more
pronounced on substrates with taller structures but does not
inﬂuence adhesion. Our results can be used for a targeted devel-
opment of 3D-structured materials for/against bio-adhesion.
Moreover, the morphometric analysis can serve as a future gold
standard for characterizing a broad spectrum of material
structures.
Introduction
Bacterial biofilms can cause serious problems in many
medical, biological and industrial applications.1–3 Once
formed, they are chemically and mechanically robust and
therefore very diﬃcult to remove.4,5 A promising approach in
biofilm prevention is to inhibit the first step of its formation,
which is the adhesion of bacterial cells to surfaces. An impor-
tant substrate property for the adhesion of bacterial cells is the
surface topography, which has therefore been addressed in
numerous studies,6–9 especially in the prevention of bio-
fouling, a subject of ongoing discussion.8–10 However, in the
literature no universal approach to quantify bacterial adhesion
on nanostructured surfaces can be found since previous
studies mostly feature two main drawbacks: lack of (i) quanti-
tative adhesion force determination and (ii) detailed surface
characterization.
(i) Bacterial adhesion on structured surfaces has often been
examined in adsorption experiments by immersing the struc-
tured surfaces in bacterial suspensions.11–15 Although this
approach is intuitive and mimics the natural situation of bac-
terial colonization quite accurately, the results from diﬀerent
labs are hard to compare since too many parameters are
involved that cannot be controlled accurately. For example, the
processes of obtaining the number of adhering cells may
diﬀer: in some cases, the sample is first dried and then coated
with gold in order to count the bacteria later in electron
microscopy images11,12 or by conductance microbiology.13 It is
also diﬃcult to describe the rinsing of loosely bound cells and
the removal of adsorbed cells for plating or counting in all
parameters. These problems can be overcome by quantitative
measurements of actual bacterial adhesion forces (the force
required to detach the cell from the surface) under controlled
conditions. Hence, we used single-cell force spectroscopy
(SCFS), a well-established method for quantitative adhesion
force measurements of living bacterial cells.16–26
(ii) Many studies have used diﬀerent types of topographi-
cally (regularly27–32 or randomly11–15,33–36) structured surfaces
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without a detailed morphological characterization. There are a
number of parameters to describe surface morphologies:37,38
for example, the average roughness or the root mean square
(RMS) roughness are very descriptive parameters that are,
therefore, often used in bacterial adhesion studies. Other
measures, such as the skewness or the kurtosis of the surface,
are less intuitive, but give additional information about the
surface geometry.35,36 However, all these parameters are local
shape descriptors that are insensitive to global features
because they do not distinguish between arbitrary permu-
tations of the positions of diﬀerent heights. Therefore, these
parameters do not fully characterize the surface morphologies,
which makes it diﬃcult to compare the results of diﬀerent
studies. One way to overcome these problems in describing the
topography are the so-called Minkowski functionals that we
therefore used in our study.39
Minkowski functionals are comprehensive and eﬃcient
shape descriptors from integral geometry40 that contain, put
simply, the complete additive – and hence robust – shape
information (according to Hadwiger’s theorem).41 Since they
are versatile geometric measures, they have already been
widely used in statistical physics and pattern analysis (see ref.
42–48 and references therein). There, an integral geometry-
based analysis using the Minkowski functionals has been
termed morphometry.48 With this method, height data of
nanostructured surfaces can be analysed using three-dimen-
sional Minkowski functionals or the level sets at diﬀerent
heights using two-dimensional Minkowski functionals (for
explanatory figures, see the ESI†).
In 2D, the Minkowski functionals of a domain can be intui-
tively interpreted as its area, perimeter, and Euler character-
istic. The latter is a topological constant, which is given for a
compact body by its number of components minus its number
of holes.
In this study, we used Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus), a
Gram-positive, biofilm-forming bacterium that is a frequent
cause of severe infections,49 and measured the adhesion forces
of single cells to nanostructured surfaces (see Fig. 1 for an
about-to-scale sketch) that are characterized by their
Minkowski functionals and show how the strength of bacterial
adhesion can be quantified with the help of these functionals.
We focus on nanostructures since the radius of the contact
area of bacteria like S. aureus to flat surfaces is only in the
range of some hundred nanometers.50
Results and discussion
Surface morphometry
In order to create suitable substrates for the quantification of
the influence of surface nanostructures on bacterial adhesion,
we etched clean silicon wafers in a mixture of fluoric acid,
hydrogen peroxide and water for diﬀerent periods of time
(90 s, 180 s, 360 s).51 Beforehand, the surfaces were covered with
small gold clusters as catalysts for the etching process. These
clusters were applied by physical vapor deposition52 and after-
wards removed by immersing the wafers in aqua regia. Then,
the wafers were rendered hydrophobic because strong bacterial
adhesion is governed by hydrophobic interaction.53,54 This was
achieved by covering them with a self-assembling monolayer of
silanes according to a standard recipe55 (the quality of the
silane monolayer was checked by contact angle measurements
and AFM experiments in quantitative nanomechanical
mapping; for details, see the ESI†). As shown in Fig. 2a, on the
formerly smooth surfaces, etching created characteristic nano-
structures, whose lateral and vertical dimensions increased with
increasing etching time. The structures feature sharp edges on
all surfaces and their shape seems similar in general.
To characterize the surface structures in a quantitative way,
the hydrophobized substrates were imaged by atomic force
microscopy (AFM) at diﬀerent positions with high aspect ratio
tips. Before further analysis, the surface was reconstructed by
unfolding the recorded image and the tip geometry. As a
simple parameter – and for comparison to other studies – the
RMS roughness of each surface was determined (and was used
as label for the diﬀerent surfaces). Its value increases with
increasing etching time: 7 ± 1 nm for the 90 s etched surface,
24 ± 1 nm for the 180 s etched surface, and 35 ± 1 nm for the
360 s etched surface.
For a more detailed characterization, the Minkowski func-
tionals of all AFM images were calculated and averaged over
diﬀerent positions on each surface47 (for a visual explanation
of the Minkowski functionals of level sets, see Fig. S2 in the
ESI†).45,46 Since the maximum height range of the samples
varies, the functionals were normalized to their respective
maximum height value. In Fig. 2b and c, the specific perimeter
and the Euler characteristic density are plotted in dependence
of this normalized threshold height (absolute values and data
of surface area are given in Fig. S3 in the ESI†). For all surfaces,
both functionals have similar shapes, with only their extents
varying: the specific perimeter features a very smooth shape
with a single maximum for all substrates. The position of the
maximum diﬀers slightly between the diﬀerent substrates (for
an explanation, see Fig. S6 in the ESI†). The Euler character-
istic density has, in every case, for low threshold heights, a
minimum with negative values and at larger heights, a
Fig. 1 Bacterial cell adhering to a partially smooth and nanostructured
surface (represented by real AFM data).
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maximum with positive values. Due to the diﬀerent RMS
values, the peaks and dips, especially for the surface with an
RMS value of 35 nm occur at diﬀerent values of normalized
threshold height. The Minkowski functionals thus characterize
quantitative diﬀerences between the surfaces. These diﬀer-
ences pertain mainly to the absolute values of the specific per-
imeter and Euler characteristic density: both quantities have
the highest values for the surface with 7 nm RMS roughness,
lower values for the surface with 24 nm RMS roughness and
the lowest values for the surface with 35 nm RMS roughness.
This means that the lateral dimensions of the etched struc-
tures are smaller for the surfaces that were etched for shorter
times.
Overall, the Minkowski analysis confirms the morphological
similarity between the surfaces, allowing for a systematic inves-
tigation of the influence of diﬀerently sized nanostructures on
bacterial adhesion. Whether the diﬀerences are due to statisti-
cal fluctuations, pixelization errors, or physically relevant quali-
tative diﬀerences between the surfaces, is beyond the scope of
this study and not relevant for our further analysis.
Moreover, these analyses show that all etched surfaces
feature a sub-micron topography with dimensions in the same
range as the radius of the bacterial contact area, which is
about 150–300 nm.50
Bacterial adhesion is known to be aﬀected not only by
surface chemistry, but also by the subsurface of a material
through long-ranging van der Waals forces.57 Hence, to
exclude potential influences originating from diﬀerences in
surface and subsurface composition, XPS measurements of all
substrates were performed before silanization, showing that
the roughened surfaces oxidize immediately after etching.
Since this surface oxide layer has the same thickness as the
oxide layers of the unetched substrates (XPS spectra are given
in Fig. S1 in the ESI†), all surfaces used can be considered
chemically identical.
Eﬀect of the nanostructure on bacterial adhesion
To quantify the impact of the nano-topography on the adhesive
strength of bacteria, we performed single-cell force spec-
troscopy measurements on each etched surface and on a
smooth surface as a reference. Thereto, a single viable
S. aureus cell was immobilized on a tipless cantilever and
force–distance curves were recorded in buﬀer at room
temperature.53,54,58 From these curves the so-called adhesion
force, i.e. the maximum force needed to detach the cell from
the surface, was calculated.
Fig. 3 shows the mean adhesion forces of all tested cells on
each type of surface. Of note, adhesion forces of S. aureus on
Fig. 2 (a) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, big) and atomic force microscopy (AFM, small) images of the surfaces before etching and after
etching for 90 s, 180 s and 360 s (from top left to bottom right). SEM images are tilted by 53°. The AFM images show a scan area of 1 × 1 μm2 and
total z-scales of 55 nm, 130 nm and 180 nm, respectively. The RMS values have been determined by AFM. (b and c) Averaged speciﬁc perimeter (b)
and Euler characteristic density (c) of the nanostructured substrates as a function of the normalized threshold height (for clarity, only for every 20th
data point is an error bar shown).
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hydrophobic surfaces are very cell-individual, i.e. they can
diﬀer markedly between diﬀerent cells.50 Therefore, for each
cell, its mean adhesion force determined on the smooth
surface was normalized to 1.0 and its adhesion force on the
etched surface was adjusted accordingly (non-normalized
values are given in Fig. 3b and Fig. S5 in the ESI†). On the
surface with 7 nm RMS roughness (yellow triangles in Fig. 3a),
adhesion forces range from 80–130% of the forces recorded on
the smooth surface with a mean value matching the adhesion
force on the smooth surface. On the surface with 24 nm RMS
roughness (orange squares in Fig. 3a), cells feature adhesion
forces between 30% and 90% of the ones observed on the
smooth surface with a mean value of 56(6)%.§ Adhesion forces
on the roughest surface (red pentagons in Fig. 3a) vary
between 25% and 60% of the forces recorded on the smooth
surface. The mean value on the roughest surface is 38(4)% of
the value determined on the smooth surface.
The results of the adhesion force measurements can be
interpreted in such a way that the contact between a cell and a
surface is mediated primarily by cell wall macromolecules
tethering to the substrate53,54 and thus the adhesive strength
of a single cell is determined by the total number of such
tethering macromolecules. A recent study indicated that these
macromolecules in the S. aureus cell wall can extend by
approximately 50 nm due to thermal fluctuations, a length
hereinafter referred to as ‘tether length’.54 The value of 50 nm
for the tether length is confirmed by the snap-in separations
obtained from the force–displacement curves of our adhesion
Fig. 3 (a) Adhesion forces of in total 30 S. aureus cells determined on the three types of nanostructured surfaces. Data are normalized to their indi-
vidual adhesion force on the smooth silicon surface (marked in green). Error bars depict the standard deviation of the adhesion force distribution for
every individual cell and – in the case of the mean value – the error of the mean adhesion force determined from every cell (for reasons of clarity,
cells are sorted in order of decreasing reduction in adhesion force). (b) Measured adhesion forces of cells that were found to be viable/killed after
single-cell force spectroscopy: green spheres show the adhesion force on the smooth surface, colored symbols the adhesion force of the corres-
ponding cell on the nanostructured surfaces. Notably, killing of the cells only occurred after contact to the nanostructured surfaces (if no error bar
is shown, it is in fact smaller than the symbol size). (c) First and last force–distance curve recorded on each nanostructured surfaces with an exemp-
lary cell that was found to be killed afterwards.
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experiments (for data, see Fig. S7 in the ESI†). Based on this,
Fig. 4 a sketches our proposed molecular picture of bacterial
adhesion to nanostructured surfaces: on the smooth silicon
surface, a high number or even all surface macromolecules
within a certain area, called the contact area,50 tether to the
surface, and thus adhesion is strongest. Then, with increasing
roughness, more and more cell wall macromolecules can no
longer reach the surface via thermal fluctuations resulting in a
smaller number of tethered molecules. This means that the
rougher the surface, the lower the bacterial adhesion force.
In other words, on the nanostructured surfaces, in a certain
depth d of the sample (measured from the highest point down-
wards), only a certain fraction of the total area of the smooth
surface is accessible by tethering molecules as visualized in
Fig. 4b: for some depth values, e.g. d1, the accessible surface
area (blue line in Fig. 4b) is smaller than the area of a smooth
wafer (green scan line in Fig. 4b). Then, at a certain depth (d2)
the accessible surface area is approximately equal to the area
of a smooth wafer, while for larger depth values, e.g. d3, the
nanostructured substrate oﬀers more surface area than a
smooth wafer. These data are quantitatively shown in Fig. 4c:
the accessible surface area of each nanostructured substrate is
plotted as a function of the depth from the top of the surface,
whereby the data are normalized to the surface area of a
smooth wafer as explained in Fig. 4b.
These curves can be used to explain the adhesion forces on
nanostructured substrates in a quantitative way: assuming that
the primary reason for reduced adhesion is the reduced acces-
sible surface area, for each curve, this ratio of surface areas
equals the ratio of reduced adhesion forces from Fig. 3 (vertical
rectangles in Fig. 4c). Thus, the latter can be associated with a
corresponding depth that is accessible from the typical top of
the surface, whose measurement is described in Fig. S8 in the
ESI† (horizontal rectangles in Fig. 4c).
The plot shows that on the surface with 7 nm RMS rough-
ness, after about 30 nm from top, the accessible surface area is
already at 100% and all cell wall macromolecules (with an
average tether length of 50 nm) responsible for adhesion can
Fig. 4 (a) Sketch to illustrate the adhesion of S. aureus mediated by macromolecular tethering on diﬀerent nanostructured surfaces: the bigger the
surface structures, the lower is the number of macromolecules that are able to reach the substrate. Notably, only few molecules are drawn on the
cell wall, whereas their density is in reality much higher, as symbolized by the blue shaded layer. All surfaces are represented by real AFM scan lines.
(b) Visual explanation of the data shown in part c: accessible surface area (blue lines) of a nanostructured substrate compared to the surface area of
a smooth substrate (green lines) for four exemplary depth values d0–d3. (c) Depth d from top of the surface and corresponding fraction of accessible
surface area of all nanostructured substrates compared to the total surface area of a smooth substrate. The light-colored vertical rectangles show
the relative decrease of adhesion forces on the nanostructured surfaces (the center line of each rectangle indicates the mean value of adhesion
forces and the width corresponds to the error of the mean from Fig. 3). The horizontal rectangles indicate the corresponding depth in which this
fraction of surface area is accessible.
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reach the surface and, therefore, the adhesive strength is the
same as on the smooth wafer. Some cells even show a stronger
adhesion than on the smooth surface, which can be explained,
besides by statistical fluctuations, by the fact that the total
surface area on the nanostructured substrate is – for distances
from the top greater than 30 nm – larger than on the smooth
wafer. Hence, cell wall macromolecules with tether lengths of
50 nm can ‘find’ even more binding sites resulting in stronger
adhesion.59,60 For the surfaces with 24 nm and 35 nm RMS
roughness, the ratios of surface areas that correspond to the
reduced adhesion forces of 56(6)% and 38(4)% are both acces-
sible in a depth of 45–55 nm. This depth perfectly matches the
S. aureus tether length of 50 nm, a fact that strongly supports
our hypothesis that the reason for reduced adhesion forces is
primarily caused by the reduced accessible surface area.
The quantitative influence of surface roughness on the
adhesion of S. aureus cells can probably be transferred to other
(Gram-positive) bacteria (see Fig. S9 in the ESI† for experi-
ments with Staphylococcus carnosus). However, it should be
mentioned that the exact range of surface roughness that best
prevents adhesion depends on the average tether length of the
cell wall macromolecules and in part on the contact area. Both
quantities may vary for diﬀerent species. In addition, care
should be taken when transferring our results to surfaces
where other eﬀects, such as surface deformations due to
rather flexible structures (see Fig. S10 in the ESI†), may domi-
nate the adhesive behaviour of bacteria. The same might be
true for the bactericidal properties of our substrates which are
described below.
Since other studies have reported bactericidal eﬀects of sur-
faces with structures similar to those of our substrates,61–64 it
was of particular interest for us to determine the impact of the
nano-topography on the viability of the cells used in our study.
Therefore, we performed live/dead staining for some of the
cells after adhesion measurements. In doing so, we also
checked if there is a correlation between the measured
adhesion of particular cells and their viability after the experi-
ment. It shows that the fraction of dead cells increases with
increasing size of surface structures: on the smooth silicon,
none of the tested cells were killed. On the surfaces with 7 nm
and 24 nm RMS roughness, one third of the tested cells were
killed and on the roughest surface, two thirds of the tested
cells were found dead after measurements. Interestingly, no
correlation between the adhesion force (or the change in
adhesion force) and the viability of the corresponding cell can
be observed in adhesion force measurements (Fig. 3b).
Accordingly, the characteristic shape of the force–distance
curves did not change in the course of several measurements
with cells that were found to be dead at the end of the experi-
ment (Fig. 3c). Hence, it seems that, surprisingly, the viability
of a cell does not influence its adhesive strength – at least not
for the time scales (approximately one hour) and the con-
ditions of our experiments and for the used surfaces.
In the literature, the bactericidal properties of structured
surfaces are usually attributed to the penetration or intrusion
and subsequent stretching of the bacterial cell wall by ‘spiky’
features on the substrate.61–64 On the one hand, our experi-
ments suggest that the size of these features on the roughest
surface is generally most eﬀective for killing because the frac-
tion of dead cells is the largest on this substrates. On the other
hand, cell death on a certain surface seems to depend on the
particular cell respectively its locally varying cell wall pro-
perties at the contact area.65 For some cells, the layer of cell
wall molecules may be (locally) very dense and/or thick and
therefore so ‘strong’ that it prevents the spiky structures from
deeply intruding the cell wall. Other cells, in contrast, may
have a less dense and/or thinner rather ‘weak’ macromolecular
layer and can, therefore, be penetrated by the spiky structures.
Interestingly, the adhesion force of an individual cell is not
correlated to its viability after adhesion force measurement
(see Fig. 3b). Therefore, we can conclude that a more ‘robust’
macromolecular layer is not necessarily a more ‘adhesive’
layer. Notably, we determined the viability only for a limited
number of cells. Hence, to give a general statement about the
bactericidal eﬀect of our nanostructured surfaces, the number
of these measurements should be increased and additional
experiments (for example, in a flow chamber setup) should be
performed.
Conclusions
In summary, we have shown that surface morphometry is
quantitatively related to the strength of bacterial adhesion on
surfaces with a nano-scaled topography. Our single-cell force
spectroscopy measurements on etched silicon surfaces
revealed that the adhesion force of S. aureus cells to nano-
structured substrates decreases with increasing size of surface
structures. The most important outcome is that a detailed
characterization by Minkowski functionals allows a direct cor-
relation between surface nanostructures and bacterial
adhesion forces: since the adhesive strength is determined by
the number of cell wall macromolecules tethering to the
surface, the reduced accessible surface area on the nano-
structured substrates for cell wall molecules with average
tether lengths of 50 nm matches the reduced mean adhesion
forces on the nano-topographies remarkably well. Quantifying
the variances of tether lengths, surface areas and adhesion
forces and determining whether they are also related to each
other is an interesting question for future research.
In addition, we have shown that the nanostructure of our
substrates influences the viability of bacteria after contact:
similar to the adhesive strength, the percentage of viable cells
on the nanostructured surfaces decreases with increasing
surface roughness while the adhesive strength of individual
cells is not influenced by their viability.
Our results can be of importance in industry and medicine
since nanostructured surfaces are increasingly used in various
applications (for example, as materials for bioreactors or
prosthetics).2,3 For scenarios, in which bacterial adhesion is
unwanted, our results can provide suggestions regarding
surface topography: while molecularly smooth surfaces or
Communication Nanoscale
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those with structures larger than the cells display a favorable
adhesion ground for bacteria, this property is markedly
reduced on surfaces that feature structures in the same size
range as the macromolecules of the bacterial cell wall. At the
same time, this size range also seems to be eﬀective for killing
cells by contact with these structures. Furthermore, our study
shows the strong potential of surface characterization using
Minkowksi functionals since this method provides universal
morphological information allowing, for example, a precise
comparison of diﬀerent surfaces.
Materials and methods
Silicon wafers
Silicon wafers in (100) orientation with a resistivity of
10–20 Ω cm were purchased from Siltronic (Burghausen,
Germany). They feature a native silicon oxide layer with a thick-
ness of 1.7(2) nm as determined by ellipsometry.66 The wafers
are by default polished to an RMS roughness of 0.09(2) nm as
determined by AFM.66
Preparation of the nanostructured surfaces
In a first step, silicon surfaces were covered with a gold layer of
a nominal film thickness of 2 nm which was determined with
a quartz crystal microbalance by physical vapor deposition. As
is known, this procedure does not result in a continuous gold
film, but in gold clusters of sub-micron size.52 Subsequently,
following a recipe by Koynov et al.,51 the gold-covered silicon
was etched by immersing the wafers in a mixture of fluoric
acid (HF, 40%), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 35%) and water for
90 s, 180 s and 360 s, respectively. Residues from the etching
solution were removed by extensively rinsing the etched wafers
in ultra-pure water. After etching, the gold clusters were
removed by immersing the wafers in aqua regia (1 : 3 mixture
of HNO3 (65%) and HCl (37%)) for 25 min. Afterwards, the
wafers were rinsed again with ultra-pure water to remove poss-
ible leftovers of the acid. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) confirmed that no gold was present on the surface after
this treatment (an XPS overview spectrum is given in
Fig. S1a†). To render the wafers hydrophobic, they were
covered with a self-assembling monolayer of silanes according
to a standard recipe.55 Right before every set of experiments
with bacteria, all surfaces were cleaned in ultrasonic baths of
ethanol and acetone for 3 min each. After cleaning, the sur-
faces were dried under a stream of pure nitrogen.
Bacteria
For this study, cells of the S. aureus strain SA113 were used.
Bacteria from a deep-frozen stock solution were grown on a
blood agar plate for 2.5 days at 37 °C. Such a plate was used
for two weeks at the maximum. For the experiments, one
colony from the plate was transferred into 5 ml of sterile
tryptic soy broth (TSB) and cultured for 16 h at 37 °C under
agitation (150 rpm). From this culture, 40 μl were transferred
into 4 ml of fresh TSB and cultured once more for 2.5 h at
37 °C and 150 rpm. Finally, 1 ml was taken from this culture
and washed three times by centrifuging for 3 min at 17 000g,
replacing the supernatant by 1 ml of fresh phosphate buﬀered
saline (PBS, pH 7.3) and thoroughly vortexing. This procedure
results in a bacterial suspension with an optical density at
600 nm (OD600) of 0.2–0.3.
Viability measurements
To check the viability of the cells, the BacLight assay pur-
chased from Molecular Probes, Eugene, USA was used. It con-
sists of Syto 9 and propidium iodide. After excitation, the Syto
9 stain emits green light when bound to nucleic acids in bac-
teria. In contrast, propidium iodide, which can only enter the
porous cell wall of dead bacterial cells, emits red light and
causes a reduction of the binding between the Syto 9 stain and
the bacterial nucleic acids. Hence, after staining a bacterial
solution with the BacLight mixture and illuminating it with
white light, viable cells glow green and dead cells red. After
adhesion measurements, we placed the used cantilever includ-
ing the immobilized cell in a drop (1 ml) of the staining assay.
To achieve best results, the stain was left to act on the cell for
10 min in the dark. Thereafter, its residues were removed by
carefully replacing the drop by fresh PBS for three times. Care
was taken that the cantilever with the cell never was completely
dry. Then, the cell on the cantilever was observed by fluo-
rescence microscopy.
Force–distance measurements
We recorded force–distance curves on a Bioscope Catalyst
(Bruker-Nano, Santa Barbara, USA) with single viable bacterial
cells immobilized on a tipless cantilever (MLCT-0, Bruker-
Nano) with nominal spring constants of 0.01 N m−1 and
0.3 N m−1. A detailed description of how the cells were
attached to the cantilevers can be found in the paper by
Thewes et al.,67 in short: tipless cantilevers were cleaned in an
air-plasma and afterwards covered with a thin layer of dopa-
mine by immersing them in a solution of 4 mg ml−1 dopamine
hydrochloride in TRIS/HCL-buﬀer for one hour. The cantile-
vers were then cleaned in ultrapure water and dried in a clean
room environment. The cantilevers’ spring constant and
deflection sensitivity were calibrated before each set of
measurements. To pick up a single cell, a very dilute bacterial
suspension was placed on a Petri dish that was observed with
an inverse optical microscope equipped with a micromanipu-
lator. The calibrated cantilever is then connected to the micro-
manipulator and approached from above to the sedimented
bacterial cells in the Petri dish. In a final step, the cantilever is
carefully lowered onto a single cell and gently pressed onto it
so that the cell adheres to the cantilever. This bacterial probe
is afterwards carefully inserted in the microscope without
drying out the cell.
For every force–distance curve, the approach and retraction
distance was 800 nm with a retraction velocity of 800 nm s−1.
The force trigger, i.e. the force with which the cell is pressed
onto the surface, was set to 300 pN which does hardly deform
the cell or change its contact area50,68 (for a more detailed dis-
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cussion of the chosen force trigger, see the ESI†). Curves were
recorded with 0 s surface delay time which corresponds to a
‘real’ contact time below 0.5 s.53,58 For each individual cell,
100 force–distance curves were recorded on the smooth as well
as on a nanostructured surface in a rectangular pattern with a
distance of 1 μm between each curve. To exclude that probing
the smooth/nanostructured surfaces might alter the adhesive
behaviour of the bacterial cell, the first 50 curves were recorded
on the smooth surface and the next 50 were recorded on the
nanostructured surface. Then, again, the smooth surface and
afterwards the nanostructured surface was probed by 50 curves
each. By comparing the adhesion of each set of curves on the
smooth/nanostructured surface, it was ensured that the
adhesion behavior was not changed during the recording of
several force–distance curves on the diﬀerent surfaces (as it
was also seen before on smooth silicon53,68).
AFM surface topography measurements
The surface topography was measured in tapping mode with
an Icon FastscanBio (Bruker-Nano, Santa Barbara, USA) in air
using high aspect ratio tips (HAR1-200-10, Bruker-Nano) with a
nominal spring constant of 42 N m−1 in soft tapping mode
with an image resolution of 1024 × 1024 pixels. The scan area
was 1 μm × 1 μm for the 90 s and 180 s etched substrates. The
360 s etched surface fluctuates strongly and so do its geometri-
cal properties. To reduce the statistical error, we scanned a
larger observation window of 3 μm × 3 μm. Systematic eﬀects
of the lower physical resolution on the total surface area
should be less than 3%, as estimated from the other surface
when we artificially reduced the resolution. The resolution in
z-direction was below 0.5 nm. From these images, the AFM tip
shape was determined and the real surface was reconstructed
by deconvoluting the recorded image and the tip geometry
using the software Gwyddion. For every type of surface, several
AFM images were recorded and analyzed, providing average
values and standard deviations for RMS roughnesses and
Minkowski functionals.
Minkowski analysis
The level sets of the AFM images and their three-dimensional
triangulations were analyzed using Minkowski functionals. In
the latter case, the triangulation was constructed using the
‘Advancing Front Surface Reconstruction’ from CGAL.56 Using
the 3D Minkowski software Karambola,47 the surface area was
computed as a function of the height. More precisely, as a
function of the diﬀerence in height to the maximal peak
within the observation window, the surface area was computed
for all those triangles whose lowest vertex was above this
threshold. In the first case, the AFM images were converted
into pixelated gray scale maps and then into black-and-white
images via thresholding. A pixel whose height is above a
threshold h turns white, all others become black. The three
two-dimensional Minkowski functionals of the white domains
were then computed as a function of the threshold height h
using the software Papaya.46 To reduce the pixelization errors,
a standard marching square algorithm was applied.45 Edge
eﬀects from the observation window were avoided by using
minus-sampling boundary conditions (the outermost pixels
were used for the boundary conditions). To avoid dependen-
cies on lateral dimensions of the AFM scans so-called densities
of Minkowski functionals are used, i.e. the functionals are
rescaled by the size of the observation window.
Electronmicroscopy measurements
For the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements, a
FEI (Hilsboro, USA) Quanta 400 FEG SEM in high vacuum
mode was used. Secondary electron images were collected at
10 kV and 15 kV accelerating voltage under diﬀerent tilting
angles.
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